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Our bee populations are under threat. Over the past 60 years, they have lost much of their natural habitat and are under assault from
pesticides and intensive farming. We rely on bees and other insects to pollinate our fruit and vegetables and, without them, our environment
and economy will be in crisis.The Business of Bees provides the first integrated account of diminishing bee populations, as well as other
pollinators, from an interdisciplinary perspective. It explores the role of corporate responsibility and governance as they relate to this critical
issue and examines what the impact will be on consumers, companies, stock markets and ultimately on global society if bee populations
continue to decline at a dangerous rate.The book considers the issue of global bee population decline from a variety of disciplines, combining
the perspectives of academics in accounting, science and humanities with those of practitioners in the finance industry. The chapters explore
the impact of the rapid decline in pollinator populations on the natural world, on corporations, on the stock market and on accounting. The
Business of Bees will be essential reading for those in academia, business and finance sectors and anyone invested in the future of our
planet.
The first study of poetry by Victorian scientists, a unique record of the nature and cultures of Victorian science.
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.

The Climate Change 2007 volumes of the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) provide the most comprehensive and balanced assessment of climate change available. This IPCC Working
Group III volume provides a comprehensive, state-of-the-art and worldwide overview of scientific knowledge related to
the mitigation of climate change. It includes a detailed assessment of costs and potentials of mitigation technologies and
practices, implementation barriers, and policy options for the sectors: energy supply, transport, buildings, industry,
agriculture, forestry and waste management. It links sustainable development policies with climate change practices. This
volume will again be the standard reference for all those concerned with climate change, including students and
researchers, analysts and decision-makers in governments and the private sector.
A 1999 biography of one of Germany's most important scientists (active 1890-1933) and an historical examination of
physics and chemistry.
The fourth report in the Global Environment Outlook series provides a comprehensive, scientifically credible, policyrelevant and up-to-date assessment of, and outlook for, the state of the global environment. Environment for
development is the GEO-4 underlying theme and the report pays special attention to the role and impact of the
environment on human well-being as well as to the use of environmental valuation as a tool for decision-making.
GEO-4's 2007 publication date marks the half-way point for the Millennium Development Goals, The environment, as well
as being the subject of MDG 7, is also a thread that runs through all the goals. Includes Errata.
From the interior of the Sun, to the upper atmosphere and near-space environment of Earth, and outward to a region far
beyond Pluto where the Sun's influence wanes, advances during the past decade in space physics and solar
physics--the disciplines NASA refers to as heliophysics--have yielded spectacular insights into the phenomena that affect
our home in space. Solar and Space Physics, from the National Research Council's (NRC's) Committee for a Decadal
Strategy in Solar and Space Physics, is the second NRC decadal survey in heliophysics. Building on the research
accomplishments realized during the past decade, the report presents a program of basic and applied research for the
period 2013-2022 that will improve scientific understanding of the mechanisms that drive the Sun's activity and the
fundamental physical processes underlying near-Earth plasma dynamics, determine the physical interactions of Earth's
atmospheric layers in the context of the connected Sun-Earth system, and enhance greatly the capability to provide
realistic and specific forecasts of Earth's space environment that will better serve the needs of society. Although the
recommended program is directed primarily at NASA and the National Science Foundation for action, the report also
recommends actions by other federal agencies, especially the parts of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration charged with the day-to-day (operational) forecast of space weather. In addition to the recommendations
included in this summary, related recommendations are presented in this report.
"Accessibly written in an engaging style, this book examines classic popular stories in the history of science. Some of the
myths discussed include Franklin's Kite, Newton's Apple, and Thomson's plum pudding model of the atom. Martn?ez
successfully holds readers' attention by relying on rich documentation from primary sources to debunk speculations that
have become reified over time. He argues that although scientists have disagreed with one another, the disagreements
have been productive. Features includes extensive primary source documentation and detailed explanations of how to
compare contradictory sources in order to determine which accounts are truly valid"-- Provided by publisher.
Today CBO released a paper presenting an overview of the current understanding of the impacts of climate change in
the United States. CBO cannot independently evaluate the relevant scientific research, so our paper draws from
numerous published sources to summarize the current state of climate science and provides a conceptual framework for
addressing climate change as an economic concern. The paper was reviewed by several knowledgeable external
reviewers and, as with all CBO analysis, makes no recommendations. The paper discusses potential impacts on the
physical environment (temperature, precipitation, severe storms, ocean currents, climate oscillations. sea level, and
ocean acidification); biological systems(ecosystems and biological diversity, agriculture, forestry, and fisheries); and the
economy and human health (water supply, infrastructure, human health, and economic growth).
This work is based on Sydney Ahlstrom's 1951 Harvard dissertation. The biography of Francis Ellingwood Abbot has been completely
rewritten to focus on the context of his life and, as such, provides a vista into the intellectual and religious world of America in the late
nineteenth century. Ahlstrom and one of his former students, Robert Bruce Mullin, began reworking the dissertation in 1983.
Mary Somerville (1780-1872) would have been a remarkable woman in any age, but as an acknowledged leading mathematician and
astronomer at a time when the education of most women was extremely restricted, her achievement was extraordinary. Laplace famously told
her that 'There have been only three women who have understood me. These are yourself, Mrs Somerville, Caroline Herschel and a Mrs
Greig of whom I know nothing.' Mary Somerville was in fact Mrs Greig. After (as she herself said) translating Laplace's work 'from algebra into
common language', she wrote On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences (1834). Her intention was to demonstrate the remarkable tendency
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of modern scientific discoveries 'to simplify the laws of nature, and to unite detached branches by general principles.' This and her next book,
the two-volume Physical Geography, also reissued in this series, were enormously influential both within the scientific community and
beyond.
Originally published in 1911, this book contains a collection of many of the scientific papers of the Scottish mathematical physicist Peter
Guthrie Tait. The work begins with a brief biography of Tait, and the papers included cover some of Tait's most famous research interests,
including knot theory and the physics of golf. This book will be of value to anyone with an interest in the history of science and the work of Tait
in particular.

Physical Science Paper 1 & 2 (June Papers)M.C.E. & G.C.E. Model AnswersThe Chemical News and Journal of Physical
SciencePhysical Science, Paper[s] 1 & 2GCE June/December 1969-1979The English Catalogue of Books
How the NSF became an important yet controversial patron for the social sciences, influencing debates over their
scientific status and social relevance. In the early Cold War years, the U.S. government established the National Science
Foundation (NSF), a civilian agency that soon became widely known for its dedication to supporting first-rate science.
The agency's 1950 enabling legislation made no mention of the social sciences, although it included a vague reference to
"other sciences." Nevertheless, as Mark Solovey shows in this book, the NSF also soon became a major--albeit
controversial--source of public funding for them.
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